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PHYSICAL REVIEW A

I.INTRODUCTION

Gravitational theory,whether in its scalar Newtonian

form or its tensor general‐relativistic for正1,iS recognized

to be essentially phenomenological in nature. As such,it

invites attempts at derivation from a more fundamental

set of underlying assumptions,and six such attempts are

outlined in the standard reference book C/α りど,αrガθれ, by
Misner,Thorne,and Wheeler(MTW)。 1

0f the six approaches presented in MTW,perhaps the

most farereaching in its implications for an underlying

modelis one due to Sakharovi namely,that gravitation is

not a fundamental interaction at all, but rather an in‐

duced edLct brought about by changes in the quanturn―

nuctuation energy of the vacuum when matter is

present.2,3 1n this view the attractive gravitational force
is lnore akin to the induced van der Waals and Casilnir

forces, than to the fundamental Coulomb force. Al―

though speculative when irst introduced by Sakharov in

1967,this hypothesis has led to a rich and ongoing litera“

ture on quantum― nuctuation―induced gravity that contin‐

ues to pe of interest. In this approach the presence of

matter in the wacuum ls taken to constitute a kind of set

of boundaries as in a generalized Casilnir edLct,and the

question of how quantum fluctuations of the vacuum un‐
der these circumstances can lead to an action and metric

that reproduce Einstein gravity has been addressed from

several viewpoints.4 TheSe are treated in some detailin a

comprehensive  review by Adler on gravity as a

symmetry― breaking efFect in quantuln neld theory.5

0n the basis of heuristic and dilnensional arguments

along general relativistic lines,Sakharov argues that in a

vacuuln‐nuctuation model for gravity the Newtonian

gravitational cOnstant C should be deterlnined by an ex―

presslon ofthe fbrm
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trum.6 1n this approach,the slnall(but inite)value Of the

gravitational constant is an inverse reflection of the high

(but not innnite)value of the high‐frequency cutott of the

ZPF.

In this paper we explore the Sakharov viewpoint on the

basis of a conceptually silnple, classical model(but in▲

cluding ZPF)in which matter,in the form of charged

point particles(partons), interacts with the ZPF of the
vacuum electromagnetic ield. As part of this developo

lnent the model predicts(1)to be precisely of the forln
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Sakharov has proposed a suggestive mOdel in which gravity is not a separately existing fundamen‐

tal force,but rather an induced erect associated with zero_point nuctuations(ZPF's)ofthe vacuunl,

in much the same lnanner as the van der Waals and Casilnir forces. In the spirit ofthis proposal we

develop a point―particle―ZPF interactiOn model that accords with and fuinlls this hypothesis, In

the model gravitational mass and its associated gravitatiOnal efFects are showll to derive in a Fully

self‐consistent way from electromagnetic‐ZPF―induced particle inotion(Zルrθ/beりqg″れg).′Because

of its electromagnetic‐ZPF underpinning,gravitational theory in this form constitutes an``already

unined"theory.

C=坊
ず筋'ωC=1雰 (2)

←

where ω c corresponds

quency of the vacuunl

ωc ～
1捻 I V 2 ,   ( D

to an efFective Planck cutott fre―

zero―point‐nuctuation(ZPF)spec―

In order to constitute a selユconsistent,viable basis for

gravitation,however,a flrst―ordcr ZPF modei for gravity

must provide not only a basis for calculation of the gravi―

tational constant C(shown tO renect the zPF cuto働,but

must also account for the genesis of the gravitational

mass,and the attractive inverse―square‐law force. In the

particular version of the Sakharov hypothesis pursued
here,the FnaSS is shown to correspond to the kinetic ener―

gy of ZPF―induced internal particle(parton)motion(ZPF
`」
itter,"Or ZFrrerbcり 錯″れジ,While the force is found to

be of a long―range retarded van der Waals type,associat―

ed with the broad‐ spectrurn ZPF radiation flelds generat‐

ed by that same ZJrrc/bepqg″ れg lmotiOn.
To arrive at↓ he above results,basically we silnply as―

semble together in a straightforward fashion prevlously

published results regarding ZPF models of van der Waals
and related efFects in dat space‐tilne.7 when thisis done,

one inds the leading terln in the interaction potential,

previously unexanlined,to be Newton's law with no free

parameters  to  be  nxed.  In such a fashion  the
identincation of this terrn as gravitational emerges natu―

rally frorn the concatenation of the previously published

results. Yet further evidence for the correctness of this

interpretation is provided in Sec.VI,where details of the

pattern that emerges are presented in the context of a
self―consistent coherent picture of the underlying dynarl"

ics of the gravitational fbrce that conforms to the facts as

we know them.
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II.VACUUM ZPF ELECTROttIACNETIC FIELDS(REF.8)

case)

quantum neld theory,which showed that,apart from an
additional density―of‐states factOr[1+(α /ωc)2],the spec_
tral distimbution seen by an accelerating Observer assumes

a therlnal(Planck)fbrm if One FnakeS the identincation

『= ″α/ 2 7 c た( たl s  B 0 1 t z m a n n ' s  c O n s t a n t ; 観
弓 a b s o l u t e

temperature). In corninenting on the additiOnal density‐

of―states factor,BOyer points Out that the additiOnal cOn‐

tributiOn beyond the therimal(Planck)fbrm is related tO

the space―time prOperties of an accelerating reference

frame. This gives us a clue that,via the equivalence prin‐

ciple,this additional term can be related tO the gravita‐

tional interactiOn.18

0f special interest here, therefOre,is nOt the thermal

極 統ぜ 患 盈

eSt h the O減 夢n痕 廿ettme配 ,but rather tte

メ 〕 訊 例 的 切 =森 十
祭

.働

These indicate that an accelerated Observer wOuld see the

background ZPF spectru正 la路

:lよ:亀:I乳 1居路格品i::〕禄
tional tO the square of theを

the principle of equivalence then indicates that the addi。

tional spectral contributiOn seen in a frame with accelera―

tion a shOuld alsO be seen in a nOnaccelerated frame withLctt gra宙tadOn】ndd g i斌
ァメ品:3;まIFtおn】m a s s れ

g o  S e t t i n g  g = 一a = ―

帥=森降十・  0
Thus the principle of equivalence predicts an additiOn‐

al contributiOn tO zPF energy by gravitational rnass,a re‐

quirement that FnuSt be inet in any zPF‐based theory of
gravitation. Sincc this additional cOntributiOn of energy
is electromagnetic in nature,we must ascribe tO mass an

appropriate electromagnetic‐neld_generating functiOn, a

point to which we return in Sec.Iv.

IIIo Z/「TER』 』VEcuNG MoDEL

As our basic pOint‐particle_zPF interactiOn mOdel,we
represent matter as a collectiOn of charged point_1■

ass
particles(partOns), in accOrdance with standard theory.
In the deve10pment that fbl10ws it is not necessary tO inH

voke the details Of particular partOn representatiOns(e.g.,

falnllies Of fractiOnally charged quarks)beyond certain

general concepts, such as the “asymptOtic freedOHl" Of

partons tO respond tO the high_frequency cOmponents Of
the ZPF spectrum as esseitially free particles.It is

necessary tO fOcus tO the charged‐
parton level,hOwever,

in Order to represent properly the essentially equal mag―

nitudes Of prOtOn and neutron cOntributiOns tO gravita―

tiOnal lnass. This accOunts fbr thё fact that charged and
neutral IIlatter participate equally in the gravitatiOnal in‐

:話魯:!1°

n, based on underlying charged‐
parton interac_

We begin our discuss10n Of particle―neld interactiOns
by exalnining the prOperties Of a silnple charged harmOn‐

ic OscillatOr of natural frequency ω
O(cOrrespOnding tO a

binding force that is linear in displacement frorn equllib_

riurn), 10cated at the origin and ilnlnersed in zero_pOint

ρ(ω)ガω= &)2

7r2c3 降ンω=森あ,0

|

|

】

]

where the nrst factOr in parentheses cOrresPOnds tO the

density of normal rnodes,the secOnd tO an average energy

+海ω per mode,This treatment of quantum neld_particle

interactiOns On the basis Of a classical ZPF cOnstitutes an

analysis technique known in the literature as stOchastic

electrodynamics(sED).9 sED is a well_deined frame‐

work that has a long histOry of success in yielding precise

quantitative agreement with full QED treatments of such
topics as Casilnir10~12 and van der Waals fbrces,13 topics

芳器 払ゴ 鮎

e潜

ょ3岳棋 鰈 絆 酷 p静 繊 鮮 ::潜 株
scale factOr,withOut need Of quantum interpretation,and

all other appearances of% in the deve10pment can be

traced back to its appearance in this express10n.

d槌 鑑 務ず 群酷 !鞘 鑑 樹

t灘

溜 ,粘 1‖と
spectrum is edもctively cut or at a frequency roughly cOr―

respOnding tO the Planck frequency,

ωP=(c5/%c)1/2.

As we shall see in the fbllowing sections,this assumption

is supported by the line of deve10pment presented here.

As a nrst step tOward deve10ping the hypothesized un‐

derlying ZPF basis of the gravitational interactiOn, we

compare the fOrms Ofthe spectral distributiOn Ofthe zPF

of the electrOmagnetic nelds as seen from unaccelerated

and accelerated frames Of reference.

Of particular signincance with regard tO the spectral

distribution_in an unaccelerated frame,given by(3),is the

fact oF its Lorentz invariance,which derives specincally

frorn the spectruHl's cubic dependence on frequency. ′
rhe

cubic spectrum is unique in its property that delicate can‐

飼 闘 ∞ sず D叩 山 銅 撫

∬ 沖
dtty硫 ∝低 肺 岱

the spectrum Lorentz invariai

ln an accelerated frame, On the Other hand, the de_

talled balance of Doppler‐shift cancellatiOns is negated,

盤 1掛
e r e s u l t  t h a t  h e甲∝鯛 d立 Hb賦 飢 tak e s  h e

〉
↓
‐
ｉｔ

β(ω〃ω= &)～

T2c3 卜1 幸1 2 1
カω×

1争
十

exp(2Tcω /α)-1 ルら0

ａ

．ｈ
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radiatiOn. ′rhe(nonrelativistic)equation Of FnOtiOn fOr a

particle Of lnass れ O and charge ?, including radiation
damping,is given by

僻 柄
=1棒

1拘
弥  0

ifWe introduce the dipolemoment,p=?r,and the damp‐
lng constant,

「=?2/6TcO確
。c3,

we can write(7)in a foTm cOnVenient for later discussiOn,

p十の3p=「F■6Tc。ご3FEzP,           (8)

野ざ聖窮辞吊鑑走音盟縛
い俺d血血e kinetic en釘―

び=赫 ・      の

Once written in this fOrHl, the oscillator equation of

motion(8)and energy equation(9)refer only tO the g10bal

properties of the oscillator(dipole lnoment p,natural fre‐

quency ω 。,and damping constant r),and do nOt involve

individual lnechanical properties of the oscillator such as

charge or mass.

With regard to the ZPF nelds,the vacuum is assumed

to be nlled with a random classical zero,point elec‐

tromagnetic radiation whOse Fourier composition under‐

lies the spectrum given in (3)。  Written as a sum over

plane waves,the randoHl radiation,which is hOmogene―
ous,lsotropic,and Lorentz invariant,can be expressed as

2335

残沖ガ=韓lr触輸1輪1陀
×c  F k・

r―fのF t t F a k ,σ) ,     ( 1 1 )

where σ=1,2 denote orthogonal polarizations,e and食
are OrthOgonal unit vectors in the direction of the electric

neld p。larization and wave propagation vectOrs,respec‐

tively, θ(k,σ)are random phases distributed unifbrlnly

on the interva1 0 to 27 ( independently distributed fOr

e a c h  k , σ) , a n d  ω= たo .

It is at this point that we need to consider the

correspondence between the above equations and the

partOn‐ZPF interaction Of interest. First,we treat the

partOn  as  a  two‐ dilnensional (rather than  three‐

dilnenslonal)oscillator,drawing on prev10us s↓ udies that

model spin as the“ internal''angular rnomentu■ l associat‐
ed  with  two― dilnensiOnal  Zル rθ″bを切響 ″g  mOtiOn.19
SecOnd, because we are interested prilnarily in the

particle's high‐frequency Zガ″re/b2wマg夕″g response tO the
ZPF,whose spectral density increases as ω3,we rllay to

nrst order neglect the binding―fbrce terHl involving ω。
(asymptotic freedom as it relates to the ZPF).Finally,we ~

also neglect the radiation‐damping fOrce in comparison

to the inertial force and ZPF driving terlms。(Alternative‐
ly, ↓he restoring‐force and radiation‐damping terms can

be carried through in the derivations that folloHらand ap‐

propriate approxilnations introduced at the end,without
change of result.)

To Obtain the expectation value Of kinetic energy

告,鞄露籠鑑酬,匿灘品晶縄
stated in the paragraph above, theぇ component of(8)
takes the form (with tt a unit vector in theヌdirection)

θ fk・
r一FOr十 ,91k,σ)

乾沖ガ=唯lr施1乳
× α

どk・r―′のど十Fθ(k,σ), (10)

塑生 =6Tcoc3「(どzP)x=6TcOc3F Rc

Integrating once with respect to tilne,we obtain

造lF雄釣1乳

嵯iFが確釣1乳1陀
陀
1守

熟軸併釣
1乳

pχ=6Tcoc3「Re “Ｊ
０
　

２
Σ
月

=6Tcoc3「 Re rガ3た(合喰)

The expectation value 〈,P〉then f。1lows from

量量メガ3 たr
σ= lσ ′= 1

%ω

8T3輌

ＦごＴ６Ｒ１
一２

〓・Ｐ

確
1乳

幌
1守

eXp['(k―

where use of the complex cOttugates and the nOtation ttRe stems from
can,however,be silnplined to

的ギ判L"駅町対 (14)

の 諭 宅押 量F怖 が
洗 戎 翠σ=1

the use of exponential notation. Equation(14)
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where averaging over randOrn phases involves the use Of

〈eXp[ガ(k一k′)・r十′θ(k,σ)一rθ(k′,σ
′)]〉=δσσ,δ

3(k_k′
)。

with rが3た→rガΩたr冴たた
2,and the angular htegration血たtaking the form

３９

一

(16)

(17)

w e  c a n  r e w r i t e ( 1 5 ) ( w i t h  a  c h a n g e  o f  v a r i a b l e s  t O  ω=たc ) a s

(,f)=12●。%c3「2すFCガω】1-COttωつ]
却がぱ中赫い"ギ4つヨ弾拭生刺

r冴
【】た

Wi岳
:岳1置te!ンlhe aSSumed cutoSi frequency,

For ωごT≫1,(ガ)reaches the valuc

(,f〉〓66。%c3r2ω:.
For the twO_dilnensional Zル rβ/bew印 ″g
sumed,

(D2〉=2〈pF)=126。,c3r2ω:,
which,when substituted into(9),yields

( び) = 堅 .
T

It is thus seen that the expectation value Of the kinetic

energy of partOn Zデ ″rg/bewcg″″g motion reaches a nnite
magnitude,lilnited by the flnite value of the(as yet un‐

deterrllined)ZPF cutofF frequency. The energy calculated

in this way is in the nature of the so‐ called “transverse
self‐energy"(in QED)of a particle in response to the elec_

tromagnetic zero‐ point auctuations of the vacuum.22

謎 難 麗 欝 罷 罷 群

縄 整 髄

れ = ? = 学 ・

As will be shown in Sec

case(22)reduces tO

rc3

? = 百戸
・

造l郁トイ卿捻灼ヤ

to be deter―

( 1 9 )

motion as‐

originating in partOn‐ I■otion response tO the electrOmag―

netic zero‐point IIuctuations Of the vacuum. It is there‐
fore silnply a special case of the general propositiOn that

the internal kinetic energy of a system contributes to the

edLctive mass Of that system.23 This derivatiOn Of FnaSS

as an internal kinetic energy of motiOn is thus the arst re_

sult derived from the ZFrrcrbβ りqg″れg model. As‖ た1l be
shown in later sections,it is this lnass that is involved in

the gravitational interaction.24

1V.Z/初 RガEWECr/「 C FIELDS

We turn our attention now tO the nelds generated by

the ZPF‐ induced Zル ″grうcw宅 ″れg mOtiOno COnsidering,
say,the x component of lnotiOn,we and that an assumed

を
~fのr time dependence substituted into(8)yields ibr the

magnitudc of any particular frequency component

抑
=一 旦

す挙|二 働 乳 ぷ例 , 例

where the overtilde designates the magnitude Of a fre‐

quency component,and once again we have neglected the
binding and radiation‐ damping fOrces. This expression
can then be combined with the ZPF‐neld expressiOns(10)
and(11),and the standard oscillating dip01e fbrmulas25

(22)

IV,ω c=(7ご
5/拓

c)1/2,in Which

1乳
6TcOc3「

&,2

(20)

1/2

(合・食)。
~ザのr ttfθ(k,σ)G

郭かRel札ガ飢G

帥=路降矛拘F

(21)

(25)

・‐
・‐
′‘
ｔ
Ｅ
ａ　

）ｔ
‐
・‐‐

(23)

(26)

to yicld expressions fbr the dipole nelds generated by the

Z″rre/うgりgg″″g lnOtiOn,viz.,

耽―陥降1ル耗1響
Hブ=一Relず若〉まFど3た 1乳1名

合げ巾貯狩
|,

(27)

(28)

In this view the particle inass,切 is of dynaHlica1 0rigin,

where,withtt a unit vectOr in the directionjOining the dipole to the neld evaluation point,
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(29)

(30)

The energy density in the dipole‐ ield distributiOn can be calculated from (27)and(28)as

的海
卜絢対卜

F=がメル俗x釣勝十帝
△ り

冴
=挙

CO(E2)十
夕 る (H多 〉

=封号1札陣1追lFれ

相的―鋼1蒜
一
赫

rが〃1等
上
|1等

上
|1乳1陀1枇1吻

×(合喰)(合
′
喰)IG12eXp[一F(ω―

rれ′1響|1甲
綿 釧 判 F1 2 e規引 ω―がル村 牝 "駅 戦

刺

たガｒ
Ｊ

２
せん
か

２
ド
々
炉

上
竹

拘
一２

Ｒ
１

一
２

＋

This reduces to

△w ど= 3 協c 3 「2 す

F c 争
( 1 到

2 + I G 1 2 ) ,  G 〕

where we have lnade use of(17),and have averaged over

random phases by the use of

(exp[一す(ω一の′)す十どθ(k,σ)一Jθ(k′,σ
′)]〉

=δ
σσ,δoω′δ

3(k_ k , )。
 (3 3 )

The part of the integrand in parentheses in(32)can be

evaluated by FneanS of(29)and(30),and yields

l F 1 2キI G 1 2

Since in the flnal analysis we are interested in the net

contribution of a large collection of randoIIlly oriented

individual particle rnotions,we average over the solld an‐  ―

gle to obtain

竹ケ(ω)=林戸拝 竹ケ2T/2 sinψガψ=:努摯
,Gの

Since according to(22)there is a relationship between「

and the particle mass材 2 for ZPF‐driven ZFを,2rbewqg″″g
motion,(37)can also be written

雨 =緋

(34)

where ψ  is the angle measured from the dipole― motion

unit vector tt to the evaluation‐point unit vector含. ′rhe

nrst term proportional t0 1//2 conStitutes the radiation

ield associated with the ZPF―driven dipole. As shown

prevlously by Boyer,26 this radiation just replaces that be‐
ing absorbed froln the background,on a detalled‐ balance

basis with regard to both frequency and angular distribu‐

tion, and therefore does not result in an incremental

change to the background. Ofthe two remaining(induc‐

↓ion)neld terms,the 1//4 terll predoHlinates at large dis―

tances,and is therefore the one of interest here. Desig―

nating the terln ofinterest by a prilne,we have

寺61響十群 十罵 評

△wヵ=3拓
cr2cos2ψ

 itcωガω

zlirrcrbewqg″れg motion therefore leads to the generation

of an electromagnctic neld distribution in proxilnity to
the mass that is proportional to frequency tilnes maSS

squared,divided by/4,and upon detalled exaIIlination is

fouttd to be half electric,half lnagnetic. According to(6),

moreover,a neld ofjust this form is required by the prin―
ciple of equivalence. Under the assumption that the

gravitational and rest masses are identical(腕 g=れ ),(6)

4nd(38)can be equated to obtain the cutof frequency     _/

ωc=1雰
IV2        。

朗

which satisies the Sakharov condition (1). In terms Of

the cutott frequency ωで,(39)can be invcrted to yield the

gravitational constant C in the fbr1l ofthe second(noninф
dependent)Sakharov condition,namely,

C=霧=号巧ォ万・   “0
We see theFefOre that the principle of equivalence re‐

quires a certain modincation of the ZPF background by

gravitational lnass,and that the ZFrrg/bewcg夕 ″g rnodel of
mass ilnplies a silnilar modincation. Furthermore, the

compatibility of the two conditions on a precise quantita‐

tive basis requires Only the equivalence of gravitational

This expresslon, obtained on the basis of considering a

singlc(χ)component of rnotion,Inust be doubled to take

into account the contributions of the two(independent)

degrees of freedorn in the model. irhis ieads then to an

overall spectral density

螂 湖= (36)
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The latter expressiOns fOr η
χ,

geometry under cOnsideration
sions(25)and(29).

Consistent with the

H.E.PUTHoFF

(46)

(47)
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we investigate the interaction bβナ切¢θz two such inasses.
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歓AtteequttOnsofm航0らgene胡zed ttOm o,協ke

p】十ω3p刀=rp物+6Tcoc3「EzP(rかr)

+6Tc。 ご
3「

Eが (rДガ),       (41)

D』十ω3p』
=「

Fb+6TcOご
3FEzP(r』

,す)

+6Tご 。c3「Eど文(r,,r),        (42)

品艦
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DP~沼 .(ω )+η メ酵Bx(ω )=6TcOc3「 『 zPx(ω ,rィ ),  (43)

つ見比 (ω )+竹 .P~】 ズ(の )=6TcOc3「 EzPx(ω ,r』 ),  (44)

and silnllar equatiOns fbr theノand z components,where

D=_ω 2+ω
3-デ「ω3, (45)

路ぷ:苫洗路「督権河ギd獄緊8ゴ8群魂亀c猿挑】

嵐3船謝:胡推博縄 え係靴景轡撤酷
neld term ∝1/たR. With these assumptions,(45)_(47)be‐

come

D  r a d = ―ω
2 ,

ηF d = ηF d = 一号「ω
3空坐,ηr d = o

SolutiOns fOr β】ぇ(ω)and ttBx(ω)are obtained straight_
forwardly28 frOm(43)and(44),suttect to the conditions
(48)and(49). It is then necessary to cOnstruct from these

solutions the apprOpriate(van der Waals)fbrces between

the pair of particles И and β, Frorn classical theory the

force On a dipole is given by

F=(p・▽滝十毛伊×B.     6o
Following Boyer,27 we nOte that the timeoaveraged

force can be transformea as

〈F)=((p・▼鴻〉十(毛景xB)
=〈( p・▽) E〉十( p×( V x E )〉,

where the transformatlon ofthe secOnd term

孔
r毛
チ×Bどす (52)

fol10ws from an integration by parts and substitution

from Maxwell's equations, noting that the end‐
pOint

:群8品』号を鰐督路品撤野穏
ettty縦

瑠繁
tively compact fbrm

〈F〉=(Px▽残十ぅ▽ら十Pz▼生)・     63)

One further reduction is possible. The syHllnetry of

摘器潜夢と還鑑品餃告路拭盟途rⅦ盟盤盤
expression for the average fbrce inally simplines to

竹〉=り=lχ拳十ぅ拳十ん挙).6o
ln determining the average force on, say, dipolc,, we

must keep in mind that the electric neld at芝,cOnsists of

both the background ZPF neltt and the dipole neld duc t。

particle И,sO that,for example,the nrst term in(54)be‐
comes

and so forth.

The mathematics Of carrying out the averaging then

proceeds terln by terln as in]Rei(27),using (as in previ_
ous sections)the ttRe and complexocottugate nOtation,

(48)

(49)
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etc., are derived fOr the

from the dip01e expres‐

assumptions of previOus sections,
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including averaging over randOm phases. The result for

the special case ofinterest here(radiation neld only,bind‐
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With this taken into account the solution tO(56)becomes

y=―禁翠豊=一方|サ十,6扮
where

拓「2ω
:

γ
= ―

,
T

究 = 豊 二

C

With the potential thus deined, the force is obtained

fleom

F=一器.        ● 助

We see therefore that the potential has the desired 1/R

dependence required for gravity, modulated by a nne―

structure overlay of the form[(siM)/究 ]2 which has a
spatial periodicity characteristic of the cutofF(Planck)

frequency(-10~33 cHl), If we extract the leading(nonos―

cillatory)terHl,we nnd for the potential and force

捺―響 ―    o
―響 …    側

念舗糖樹盟品鷲品;盟温f告;艦舷楓号温
the particle experiences an average force〈F〉given by

断)1群す岳燎穐警ど:桃i濫1熊品上普鮮品陥i苦
nO attustable parameters required),

ω―宰

This derivation of Newtons's laHら which expresses gravi―

ty as a van der Waals force,is thlls the third and inal re‐

sult derived from the Zrrrθ/bβw2g2zg lnodel.

VI.DISCUSS10N

We begin our discusslon by reiterating the logic now of

the approach pursued here. ′rhe basic thesis is the Sak‐

harOv proposal that gravity is not a separately existing

fundamental force,but rather a residuuFn fOrCe derived

frorn zero‐point auctuations of other ields in the lnanner
of the casilnir and van der Waals fbrces. Particularizing

this hypothesis to the ZPF of the vacuunl electromagnet,

ic neld,we identify the gravitational force as the van der

Waals force associated with the long― range radiation

ields(as opposed to t“ e uSual shorter―range induction

ields)generated by the Zど すすc/b2wcg″れg particle(parton)
motion response↓ o the ittPF of the electrOmagnetic neld.

The steps in this identincation are three.

First,particle lnass is deined as the``internal"(that is,

unobserved)kinetic energy of ZttrrerbettθgtJr2g lnotion. Its
value is set by a radiation danlping constant「 intrinsic to

the particle,in cottunCtiOn with the value of the univer―

sal cutOぼ frequency ω ご. Second,the value of the cutor

frequency ω c is deterlnined by,the equivalence principle.
This principle sets a requirement that an expected addi‐

tional cOntribution to the free‐spacc Lorentz―frame ZPF

spectruHl, viewed frorn an accelerated frame, is to be

equated to a silnllar contribution expected in an unac―

celerated frame,but in a gravitational aeld(that is,near a

particle perfor■ling ZFrr2/bβttβg″れg motiOn,and thereby

generating a lnass terIIl). Third,a straightibrward calcu‐
lation of the long‐range van der Waals force associated

with the radiation‐fleld‐correlated motions of such parti‐

cles,whose parameters are deterHlined by the above two

steps,leads to Newton's iaw with no free parameters to

be nxed.

With a detalled theory in hand, certain attributes of

the&ravitational interaction become explicable in funda‐

mental terlns. As mentioned earlier, the relative weak‐

ness of the gravitational force is due to the fact that the

c o u p l i n g  c o n s t a n t  d e t e r m i n e d  b y ( 4 0 ) , C = T c 5 / % ωを,
renects as the inverse square the high value of the ZPF

cutofF frequency. With regard to the attractive nature of

the fbrce,this is silnply a renection of a property typical

of van der Waals forces in general, ″rhe fact that gravita―

tional interaction is characterized by a unipolar(single‐

valued)``charge''(mass)can be traced to a(positive only)

kinetic energy basis fbr the lnass parameter.

The lack Of shielding eSLcts in gravity can also be

comprehended On a rational basis. As understood here,

this is a consequence of the lとct that ZPF``noise''(quan―

turn noise)in general cannot be shielded,a factor which

in other contexts sets a lower lilnit on the detectability of

electromagnetic signals. Specincally,in the case of ordi‐

nary electrOmagnetic shielding, macroscopic materials

constitute densc boundaries that substantially alter ield

distributions, with shielding one consequence. In the

gravitational case as I■odeled here,however,Inatter con―

stitutes a dilute particle gas in an essenlially high―

frequency「oんみ・α″ヵ2. As a result,particle―ZPF interac―
(62)
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tions have negligible ettLct on the overall neld distribu‐

tiOn(hence a lack oF shielding),while nonetheless perIIlit‐

ting particle―particle interactions that lead ↓O an attrac―

tive pOtential.

In addition,lmplicit in the development pursued here

are issues that extend beyond the gravitational interac‐

tion, such as mass renormalization and possible ZPF‐

1五duced contributiOns tO the binding fbrces within the nu―

cleus.24,29 However, of the many inferences that can be

drawn from this study,the most important is silnply the

fact that it is possible to carry through the basic sako

harov progra正 1,namely,to uncover a basis for gravity in

the i乙PF of Other(nongravitational)nelds. In particular,

we have been able to explicate a nrst,Order rnode132 baSed

on the ZPF of the vacuum electromagnetic neld alone,

once we take into accOunt its erFects on particle mOtiOn.

The rnOdel thus details an electromagnetic basis fbr gravi‐

ty. Assurning the lnodel is a proper representation Of the

gravitational interaction,the``already unined"aspect of
the mOdel wOuld seeHl to■ litigate against canonical at_

tempts at unincation of gravity as a separate Force, or

quantizatiOn of gravity as a separate neld,in favor of a
viewpOint mOre aligned with that presented here.

It is therefOre seen that a well‐deined,precise quantita―
tive argument can be made that gravity is a fOrm of

long―range van der Waals force associated with particle

ZFrrg/bewag″れg response to the zero‐point nuctuations of
the clectromagnetic neld. As such, the gravitational in‐

teraction takes its place alongside the shOrt‐range van der
Waals forces and the Casilnir force as related phenomena

which emerge froHl the underlying dynallics Of the in‐

teractiOn of particles with the zerO‐point nuctuations of
the vacuum electromagnetic neld.
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APPENDIX A:DIMENSIONAL REDUCTIoN FACTOR

FOR COUPLING CONSTANT

As discussed in Sec. v, the attractive fOrce between

particles derives frorn cOupling between ittPF‐induced di_

pole rnotiOns Of the particles involved. irhe nature Of the

dimens10nal FnOtiOn,withダДヌ cOupling to ttBx,ダДノ tO

β妙,andダ 刀z tO夕』z・
For the two‐dilnensiOnal ZFrrθ″う。り?g″れg mOtiOns po―

sited here,however,we may for convenien9e analyze the

couplings on the basis of assuHling a rando■l distribution

of one―third each of χ_Oriented dipoles ly―z mOtion),ノロ

oriented dipoles(ヌ。z lnotion),and z‐oriented dipoles(Iニノ
motion). For two ヌ ‐Oriented dipoles, bOth ノ  and z

桝材絆猛艦 蚤器よ渋穏器
rtti±

3
tO aノロOriented dipole(ヌ_z lnotion),Only the z cOmponents

coupに,Ladng tO a contrbuton prOpotton』 tO η2;and
so forth. For the nine possible dipOle口pair combinations,
straightforward enumeration of↓ he possibllities ieads to

an average coupling Fac3or proportiOnal tO

(4η々+4η,+4η,)/9=;(η?+η,十η2).

here,a reduction factor of tt iS tO be applied tO the value

of the cOupling constant obtained fOr the general three‐

dilnensional case without constraints.

APPENDIX B:AVERACE FORCE

In the Zル rg/bc切響 れg mOdel of gravity, the twO‐

particle interaction potential based On the radiation neld
van der Waals eSLctis given by(57),repeated here,

y = 一
禁 ヂ

盈 = 一
方

1 字 十

・ C D

As seen,this expresslon can be factored intO twO parts,

one with a slow spatial variation, 1■ &,and One with a

rapid spatiai variation(On↓ he order of the P12rlck wave‐

length),[(Sin究)/究]2,Of interest in the gravitational in‐
teraction is not the rapidly varying cOmponent,but ratho

er an average value,averaged over a distance large com‐

pared to the Planck wavelength. With the pOtential

given by(Bl),the(normalized)fbrce is given by

y一挙=考耕| (B2)

As particle separation changes by an amount z生劣と,the
corresponding change in potential is given by

△び=―あ|+M7滋

|  1貧

３
一胡

Ｍ十ず上
２

一〓

(B3)

Assu■ling integration over a full cycle of the Planck vari‐

ation so that cos[2(究 ど十△究 ]=cOS(2究 F),and recOgniz‐
ing that A究 ≪ 究F SO that(貧 f十△究 )3～究:+3究 ?A究 ,we
ind that(B3)simplines t。

= ― 上

2

△」= 3 γ △貧

2

1 - c o s [ 2 (貧ど十▲究 )] 1-cOs(2拓 :F)

( 究′十A究 ) 3      究 !

1-―cos(2Zち )
a

ti 況;
(B4)
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The change in potential,integrated over a cycle,is seen

from (B4)to be sensitive tO where in the cycle,θf=2プち,
the integration was begun. The αυ2/αgc change in poten‐
tial is therefore deterlnined by averaging oveT the range

of pOssible initial starting points within the cycle,namely,

T 沌≦貧F ≦択 れ+ 1 ) , w h e r e れi s  a n  i n t e g e r れ》> 1 .

By reference to standard tables of integrals33 we flnd,

using(B4),

= _ γ A 究

2行

_ 2 γ A 究

T

lCe W.Misncr,K. S.Thorne,and J. A. Wheeler, C″ αリザすoす′ο″

(Freeman,San Francisco,1973),pp.417-428.
2c.w.Misner,K.S.Thorne,and J.A.ヽ Vheeler,Rei l,pp.

426_428.
3A.D.Sakharov,Dokl.Akado Nauk SSSR ISov,PhyS.一 Dokl.

12,lMO(1968鴻 .
4TheSe include the following: Sakharov's own cottecture that

the Lagrange Function of the gravitationai neld is generated

by vacuum polaHzation e鮒 3CtS duc to fermions[A.Do Sa‐

kharov,Theor,Math. Phys.23,435(1975)];the generation of

gravity as a collective excitation of fermlon‐antifermlon pairs

[K,Akama,Y.Chikashige,T.Matsukl,and H.Terazawa,
Prog.Theor,Phys.60,868(1978)];pr00f that curvature can

arise from the quantum iuctuations of pure gauge nelds[B.

Hassiacher and E.Mottolo,Phys.Lett.95B,237(1980)];the

generation of gravity as a symlnetry―breaking edにct in quan―

tum neld theory in which a dynamical scale―invariance break―

ing is postulated to take place at energies near the Planck

mass[A.Zee,Phys.Rev.Lett.42,417(1979),Phys.Rev.D

23,858(1981)];“pregeometric''models in which the Einstein
action and rnetric are generated froHl quantu■l fluctuations of

matter ields[D.Amati and G.Veneziano,Phys.Lett.105B,

358(1981),S.Yoshimoto,Prog,Theor,Phys,78,435(1987)].
5s.Adler,Rev.WIod.Phys.54,729(1982). In this review partic‐

ular emphasis is placed on the case of renormalizable neld

theories with dynaHlical scale―invariance breaking,in which

the induced gravitational enちctive action is inite and calcul‐

able.
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B u t  t h e  t e r I I l  i n  l a r g e  p a r e n t h e s e s  i s  r e c o g n i z e d  t o  b e  s i n ( 2 7 れ) = 0 , s o  t h a t ( △y ) b e c O r n e s

仏の=ザ,
from which the average force can be calculated as

(7〉=一1餅と=一ジ打・
T h e  a c t u a l ( u n n o r m a l i z e d ) f o r c e , F = - 3 U / 8 R , i s  r e c o v e r e d  f r o m  t h e  a b o v e  w i t h  t h e  a i d  o f ( 5 8 ) , y i e l d i n g

〈F〉=モ|〈y)=一
方C r2班.

(B7)

(B8)

(B9)

61n the terlninology of gravity as a symmetry‐ breaking erect,

cquations of this form are an ilnmediate consequence of a

postulated dynamical scale‐ invariance breaking that is as‐

sumed to take place near the Planck mass energy. For detalls

see A.Zee,Rei 4.
71n the sense that gravity as a non― Minkowskian curvature

efFect can be treated in irst approxilnation as a Newtonian

force in aat space‐ tilne, so can it be treated as a van der

Waals― type force in Sat space―tilne,and it is this basic con‐

cept that is addressed here. ALlthOugh beyond the intended

scope of this paper, an intilnate connection between iat―

spaceatilne van der Waals and Casinlir efFects and vacuum

curvature ettLcts can be traced as a problem in the restructur―

ing of vacuum energy,asin B.S.DeWitt,Phys,Rep.19,295

(1975),especially pp.303-308. Thus the connection between

a nat_space―tilne approach and gravity as a curvature erect

can be established as in general relativity generally,
8ALlthough the approach taken here is to assume the reality of

the ZPF of the electromagnetic neld, for completeness we

note that an alternative viewpoint posits that the results of

ield―particle interactions traditionally attributed to ZPF can
also be expressed in terms of the radiation reaction of the par‐

ticles involved,without explicit reference to the ZPF.[See P.

W.Milonni,in員"れどαどゴθれso/RαttαガθれTんoθりαれがo″αみ
r"れ EF2cr乃均レ″α初た品 edited by A.0,Barut(Plenum,New

York,1980);Phys.Rev.A25,1315(1982).]The interrelaぃ

tionship between these two approaches(ZPF,radiation reac‐

tion)can be shown to be complementary on the basis of an
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underlying auctuatiOn‐dissipation theOrem. wished tO dO so,the derivation that lcd to(23)wOuld perrnit

one to extract an unObserved harmonic‐ oscillator “bare''
mass,句。which appears in the dennition of r preceding(8),
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though unobserved experilnentally,it is this unrenormalized

mass,句 O which cOuld be said tO interact at the level of the
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does nOt generate a large gravitational neld,which can be tak―

en to be related to the well_known Seld_theOretic cOnundrum

as to why the vacuunl zero_point energy dOes not d0 1ikewise,
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28T.H.BOyer,Rei 27,Eqs.(56)and(57).

29The COmplete expression,including both radiatiOn and induc―

tlon ield terms,is given by(92)in Rei 27. It is(in our units,

and for ω。
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This cOnstitutes the general expressiOn fOr the retarded van

der Waals forces at all distances, While the nrst(radiation

ield)tern■in large parentheses is fOund here tO account ibr
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9For further discusslon of the SED approach,see,for example,

H.E.Puthott PhyS,Rev.D35,3266(1987),and references

therein.  Specincallyす fOr a detalled descripti011 0f the
correspondence between this approach and QED treatments
Oflincar dipoles plus radiatiOn neld syStems,sec P.W.Mllon―

I11,Phys,Rep.25,1(1976),especially pp.71_78。  See alsO re‐
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15T.H.BOyer,Phys.Rev.D21,2137(1980),See alsO J.S.Kim,

K,S.Soh,S.K.Kiln,and J.H.Yee,Phys.Rev.E)36,3700

(1987),
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present physical theory,either now Or in the fOreseeable fu_

ture.
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